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Abstract Advanced sensing systems, sophisticated algorithms and increasing com-
putational resources continuously enhance active safety technology for vehicles.
Driver status monitoring belongs to the key components of advanced driver assis-
tance system which is capable of improving car and road safety without compro-
mising driving experience. This paper presents a novel approach to driver status
monitoring aimed at drowsiness detection based on depth camera, pulse rate sensor
and steering angle sensor. Due to NIR active illumination depth camera can pro-
vide reliable head movement information in 3D alongside eye gaze estimation and
blink detection in a non-intrusive manner. Multi-sensor data fusion on feature level
and multilayer neural network facilitate the classification of driver drowsiness level
based on which a warning can be issued to prevent traffic accidents. The presented
approach is implemented on an integrated soft-computing system for driving sim-
ulation (DeCaDrive) with multi-sensing interfaces. The classification accuracy of
98.9% for up to three drowsiness levels has been achieved based on data sets of five
test subjects with 588-minute driving sequence.

1 Introduction

Drowsy driving is a serious problem that can affect anyone on the road. It was a
major factor in 20 percent of all accidents in the United States in 2006 according
to the report of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). A study
by the Federal Highway Research Institute (BASt) in Germany showed that drowsy
driving was the second most frequent cause of serious truck accidents on German
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highways. Due to severe damage caused by drowsy truck or bus drivers it is urgent
to extend active safety to cope with driver drowsiness in commercial vehicles.

Driver Assistance Systems, in general, have been on the agenda of automotive
and related industry for nearly two decades now. For instance, in the Electronic
Eye [1] research program of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Re-
search (BMBF), the topic had been pursued in the mid nineties, focusing both on
CMOS sensing with high-dynamic range and high-speed as well as dedicated mas-
sively parallel digital computation platforms for applications, such as Sleep-Eye-
Detectors or Overtake-Monitors (OTM) [2]. Advanced Driver Assistance System
(ADAS) with the feature of driver drowsiness detection has been introduced by ma-
jor automakers nowadays. Systems such as Driver Alert (Ford [3]), Attention Assist
(Daimler [4]), Fatigue Detection System (Volkswagen [5]), Driver Monitoring Sys-
tem (Toyota [6]) and Driver Alert Control (Volvo [7]) are able to monitor driving
behavior and issue alarm in a visual or audible manner if necessary. The details
of such ADAS systems are summarized in Table 1. Depth information for automo-
tive and robotic tasks was mostly obtained by stereo camera setups. The advent of
CMOS depth sensors, based on time-of-flight-principles, opened new possibilities
and application fields from automotive, robotics, to HMI tasks. The Institute of In-
tegrated Sensor System’s research bases on such activities back to the end nineties,
related to CMOS sensor system design and intelligent system design for, e.g., OTM
or eye-tracking for 3D display applications [8]. Based on 3D depth sensors and
sensor fusion approaches a continuation of the research, here a multi-sensor soft-
computing system for driver drowsiness detection, is carried out.

Table 1 Summary of ADAS system with drowsiness detection.

Vendor System Name Integrated Sensor Technology and Algorithm

Ford Driver Alert Front and side Camera based
mounted cameras lane detection and tracking

Daimler Attention Assist Steering sensor High resolution steering sensor based
driving behavior monitoring

Volkswagen Fatigue Detection System Video camera Driver monitoring based on
head movement and facial features

Toyota Driver Monitoring System CCD camera with Driver monitoring based on
infrared LED ocular measures

Volvo Driver Alert Control and CMOS Cameras Car movement monitoring and
Lane Departure Warning lane tracking

After introduction a multi-sensor driving simulator - DeCaDrive is introduced
which is a prototype for the presented multi-sensor soft-computing system aimed
at driver drowsiness detection. The hardware setup of the presented system is ad-
dressed in Section 2. Software components such as multi-sensor feature compu-
tation and data fusion as well as neural network based pattern classification are
discussed in Section 3. The system is validated and evaluated by presenting the ex-
perimental results in Section 4. Finally, with future perspectives the current work is
concluded in Section 5.
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2 Driving Scene Modeling and Hardware Setup

In order to investigate human driving behavior and to monitor vital signs of driver
simultaneously a prototype of driving simulator was built. Initially the system was
based on a single depth camera (Depth Camera based Drive) and afterwards has
evolved to a multi-sensor soft-computing system incorporating PC based driving
simulation and a diversified sensing interfaces including depth camera, pulse rate
sensor, blood oxygen saturation meter, steering angle sensor, tactile sensor and pres-
sure sensor. In the presented system concept driving simulation, sensing and soft-
computing are the key components.

Based on PC software different driving scenes for highway, city streets, country
roads, etc. can be simulated. The current sensing subsystem consists of steering an-
gle sensor, pulse oximeter so as to monitor steering behavior and pulse rate of driver
respectively. In addition, a depth camera with active illumination, here Kinect sen-
sor, is integrated in order to reliably provide visual cues of driver including eye gaze
estimation and blink detection. The multi-sensing interfaces enable A/D conversion,
sensor data streaming, time-based synchronization for multiple sensors and can be
adapted to different simulation scenarios such as for passenger cars, buses or trucks.
DeCaDrive hardware setup and the prototype system are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 DeCaDrive: a multi-sensor driving simulator, top to bottom, the details of hardware system
setup, a test subject interacting with the prototype of driving simulator [9]
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3 Software Components and Algorithms

3.1 Depth Camera Based Driver Status Monitoring

Depth camera can extend driver status monitoring in the 3rd dimension. By using
state-of-the-art depth cameras vision systems are able to perceive distance and build
up 3D profile of objects without compromising field-of-view, robustness to lighting
conditions and computation performance, which are intrinsically limited in stereo
vision systems [10]. As a low-cost commodity depth camera Kinect sensor is incor-
porated in the presented system due to its satisfactory depth sensing resolution, ease
of use and the variety of software resource.

Depth and color image sequences are the raw data generated by Kinect sensor
which are subsequently used in the following procedures: 1) head localization and
face tracking; 2) head pose and face features computation; 3) eye tracking; 4) gaze
estimation; 5) blink detection. The CANDIDE model [11] for facial image cod-
ing has been widely used in computer vision. As an updated parameterized face
model CANDIDE-3 consists of 113 vertices and 168 surfaces and has improved
mouth and eyes modeling significantly compared to its earlier versions. With in-
built CANDIDE-3 face model Face Tracking from Microsoft Kinect SDK [12] is
adopted in this work with modifications so as to facilitate driver status monitor-
ing. Fig. 2 gives examples of face/eye tracking results with overlapped wire-frame
model CANDIDE-3 and in poor lighting condition. Meanwhile the head movement
can be captured in terms of pitch, yaw, roll around three axes in 3D coordinate sys-
tem. Facial features such as locations of eyebrows, mouth, nose, and other facial
components are computed as well.

Fig. 2 Face and eye tracking based on Kinect sensor, left to right, CANDIDE-3 face model in
Kinect Face Tracking Demo [12], face and eye tracking under poor illumination [13].

Based on the outcome of eye tracking process gaze estimation is made by using
a modified algorithm from [14]. Eye pupil and corners are detected to estimate the
gaze direction. In addition, an algorithm based on adaptive eye templates has been
developed to perform blink detection. The details of gaze estimation and blink de-
tection algorithms being used in the presented system are discussed in [9]. Facial
feature tracking results with eye pupil and corner detection are depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Facial feature tracking based on Kinect sensor, a) face tracking with eye locations, b) dis-
tance information in grayscale depth image, c) eye pupil and corner locations for left and right eyes
respectively [9].

3.2 Steering Behavior and Physiological Measurements

Despite the dependency on driving experience, type of vehicle, road and weather
conditions, etc. steering behavior indicated by steering wheel movement or by lane
departure/line crossing is regarded as the most trustworthy measure of driving per-
formance and has been widely employed in mainstream ADAS systems (see Ta-
ble 1). The study in [15] shows correlation between steering wheel and lane position
processes which can be jointly used for drowsiness detection.

Pulse rate is one of the measurable vital signals that can be used to check heart
health and fitness level. Based on embedded pulse rate sensor on steering wheel
the LF/HF ratio of heart rate variation, or say pulse rate, in frequency domain is
suggested as an indicator for drowsiness detection in [16].

3.3 Feature Computation, Sensor Fusion, Pattern Classification

The features computed from steering angle sensor are described as follows. Steering
reversals being related to micro-corrections indicate the frequency of lateral motion
changes (left-right or right-left) within gap size θ . Depending on θ two features
are taken into evaluation (Feature 1 and 3 in Table 2 with θ = 1◦ and θ = 3◦ re-
spectively). Steering-same-side represents the frequency of steering motion in the
same direction above threshold ϑ which indicates lane changing or curve turning
movements. Feature 2 and 4 in Table 2 are computed based on ϑ = 12◦ and ϑ =
32◦ respectively. Feature 5 and 7 reflect mean and standard deviation of steering
wheel positions within a measurement time frame. Feature 6 gives the percentage of
micro-corrections being taken to the overall steering motion. Feature 8 represents
the steering velocity. Feature 9 to 11 are frequency domain analysis of steering
statistics based on FFT. Parameters for feature computation are depending on the
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steering wheel specification (e.g., wheel size, sensor resolution, etc.) and system
setup. Please refer to [9, 15] for more details.

Table 2 List of features being computed from multiple sensor measurements

Feature Sensor Description Feature Sensor Description

1, 3 Steer Wheel Steering Reversals 1◦, 3◦ 18-21 Kinect x-, y-, z-, Norm-
FFT-LowBand

2, 4 Steer Wheel Steering SameSide 12◦,32◦ 22-25 Kinect x-, y-, z-, Norm-
FFT-HighBand

5 Steer Wheel Std of Position 26-29 Kinect Pitch-, Yaw-, Roll-,
Norm-FFT-LowBand

6 Steer Wheel Low Steering Percentage 30-33 Kinect Pitch-, Yaw-, Roll-,
Norm-FFT-HighBand

7 Steer Wheel Mean of 34, 35 Kinect Translation, Rotation
Absolute Position Speed

8 Steer Wheel Steering Velocity 36 Kinect Mean
Eyebrow Position

9-11 Steer Wheel FFT-LowBand, 37, 38 Kinect Mean Blink
-MidBand, -HighBand Frequency, Duration

12-14 Kinect Mean x-, y-,z- 39 Pulse Oximeter LF/HFHead Position

15-17 Kinect Pitch-, Yaw-, Roll- 40 Pulse Oximeter Mean
Head Orientation Pulse Rate

As mentioned in 3.1 various visual clues including head movement, eye gaze
direction and ocular measures, can be provided by depth camer, here Kinect sensor.
In the current system the following features are extracted: mean head position in
3D coordinate system of the depth camera within a measurement time frame (see
Feature 12 to 14 in Table 2); mean head orientation measures, i.e., pitch, yaw and
roll (Feature 15 to 17); frequency domain analysis for head translation on three
axes and its Euclidean norm based on FFT LowBand (Feature 18 to 21) and FFT
HighBand (Feature 22 to 25); frequency domain analysis for head rotation around
three axes and its Euclidean norm based on FFT LowBand (Feature 26 to 29) and
FFT HighBand (Feature 30 to 33); translation speed (Feature 34) and rotation speed
(Feature 35); mean of eyebrow positions relative to left and right eyes (Feature 36);
mean eye blink frequency (Feature 37) and blink duration (Feature 38).

With predefined low frequency band 0.04 − 0.15Hz (LF) and high frequency
band 0.15−0.4Hz (HF) the LF/HF ratio (see Section 3.2) of pulse rate course within
a measurement time frame is computed in Feature 39. The mean pulse rate is pro-
vided by Feature 40.

Data sets of different sensors are synchronized on the same time base and fused
on the feature level for pattern classification process. Different features are treated
equally in this work even though a proper weighting scheme can be applied.

In the current system driver drowsiness detection is modeled as a three-class pat-
tern classification problem. Due to advantage of learning complex, nonlinear, high-
dimensional patterns a multilayer feedforward neural network is trained for clas-
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sification purpose. Two learning algorithms have been evaluated in this work, i.e.,
scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) algorithm [17] and Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm [18]. The classification results are described in Section 4.

4 Experimental Results

Five test subjects in the experiments are all male between 22 and 25 years old (mean:
23.6, std: 1.1). They all have a valid driver’s license for at least 4 years and up to 7
years. Two of them are regular drivers and the other three drive occasionally. They
did not drink any alcohol before test. One-hour driving simulation was conducted on
five test subjects respectively. Afterwards a 588-minute driving sequence of all test
subjects is captured. Despite that sensor data evaluation can be performed during
system runtime all the sensor measurements of driving simulation are time-based
synchronized and recorded for more thorough offline analysis.

To detect and classify driver drowsiness the ground truth (GT), or say, the target
class of drowsiness level is defined as: not drowsy, a little drowsy and deep drowsy.
Two criteria, i.e., self-rated score (subjective) and measured response time (objec-
tive) are combined to assess the drowsiness level and establish the ground truth (see
Fig.4). In this work sensor data of 353 time frames/windows with approximately
100-second measurement time per window are evaluated. Each measurement con-
sists of multiple sensor inputs including steering angle measures, head movement,
ocular measures and pulse rate values. 40 features (see Table 2) are extracted from
different sensor inputs and afterwards are fused to construct an input vector for clas-
sification process.

Fig. 4 Ground truth definition and feature extraction of 165 measurement time windows, a) ground
truth, b) blink frequency (Feature 37), c) low steering percentage (Feature 6) and d) mean pulse
rate (Feature 40).
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The classifier based on multilayer feedforward neural network is trained in
a supervised manner by using scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (SCG) and
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LM), respectively. The classification results are
carried out by performing 10-fold cross-validation process. Table 3 and Table 4 give
a comparison between two training algorithms in terms of confusion matrix. The
classification accuracy (ACC) with dependency on the number of hidden neurons
are illustrated in Fig. 5. With 80 hidden neurons the classifier based on LM algo-
rithm achieves the ACC result of 98.9% with high performance and modest memory
consumption in our experiments. Compared to the state-of-the-art, e.g., 89% accu-
racy for Class II - a little drowsy and 99% accuracy for Class III - deep drowsy
in [19] our approach yields superior results.

Table 3 Confusion matrix of classification
results based on Scaled Conjugate Gradient
(SCG) algorithm

SCG Target Class (GT)
40 I II III ∑

O
ut

pu
tC

la
ss

(P
R

) I 89 3 2 94.7%
25.2% 0.8% 0.6% 5.3%

II 2 160 4 96.4%
0.6% 45.3% 1.1% 3.6%

III 1 8 84 90.3%
0.3% 2.3% 23.8% 9.7%

∑
96.7% 93.6% 93.3% 94.3%
3.3% 6.4% 6.7% 5.7%

Table 4 Confusion matrix of classification re-
sults based on Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) al-
gorithm

LM Target Class (GT)
80 I II III ∑

O
ut

pu
tC

la
ss

(P
R

) I 91 1 0 98.9%
25.8% 0.3% 0.0% 1.1%

II 1 170 2 98.3%
0.3% 48.2% 0.6% 1.7%

III 0 0 88 100%
0.0% 0.0% 24.9% 0.0%

∑
98.9% 99.4% 97.8% 98.9%
1.1% 0.6% 2.2% 1.1%

Note: GT and PR represent Ground Truth and Predicted Result respectively. Class I, II, III indicate
driver drowsiness levels: not drowsy, a little drowsy, deep drowsy. ∑ gives the aggregated results
for specific rows, columns or for the overall statistics in the matrix.

Due to the experimental environment and system setup the steering angle sensor
is able to provide continuous measurements of steering wheel, while the measure-
ments of pulse oximeter and depth camera may be invalid or even missing in a
specific time frame. In our experiments the following combinations of sensor inputs
and the corresponding feature sets are investigated: 1) steering wheel (Sw) with 11
features; 2) steering wheel and pulse oximeter (SwPo) with 13 features; 3) steering
wheel and depth camera (SwKn) with 38 features; 4) all available sensors (SwKnPo)
with 40 features; 5) a subset with 8 features (Feature 6, 12, 13, 14, 36, 37, 39, 40 in
Table 2) being selected from the full feature set by applying sequential feature selec-
tion algorithm (SFS). In this case backward heuristic search is used to minimize the
feature set while preserving the feature quality in terms of overlap and separability.
The classification results of SFS feature set in comparison with the outcome based
on other possible feature sets being mentioned above are summarized in Fig. 6. By
using SFS feature set the classifier is able to achieve the same accuracy with only
20 neurons specified in the hidden layer.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of classification accuracy between SCG and LM algorithms
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Fig. 6 Drowsiness level classification accuracy (ACC) with dependency on selected features.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Objectively detecting the tiredness or drowsiness still remains a challenge nowa-
days. Non-intrusive, accurate and robust driver drowsiness detection is one of the
final goals of advanced driver assistance. In this paper, we present a novel system
approach to driver drowsiness detection based on multi-sensor data fusion and soft-
computing algorithms. By observing head movement and facial features with depth
camera, by monitoring steering behavior and pulse rate of driver the presented sys-
tem is able to classify three different drowsiness levels with up to 98.9% accuracy
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based on data sets of five test subjects. The robustness of the presented approach
needs to be validated with more statistics and with data from real vehicles. The vari-
ance of drivers, vehicles, road and weather conditions can be compensated by adap-
tive learning. Feature selection can be optimized with sophisticated heuristics, e.g.,
genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO). Advanced classifi-
cation techniques such as support vector machine (SVM) can be incorporated in the
system as well for further optimization. In addition, we plan to integrate more minia-
turized embedded sensors with wireless technology, e.g., EEG and ECG sensors, to
improve the effectiveness and robustness of the system.
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